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Michigan Association of Healthcare Advocates 

69th Annual Meeting  

June 4-6, 2018 

Learning Highlights from Attendees Nancy Selby & Chris Hollister 

 

Customer Service (Nancy Radcliff, RN, Bronson Hospital) 

• Volunteers are an important piece of the culture wherever they work. 

• “Good” is the greatest enemy of “great;” we plateau at good and don’t pursue great. 

• Communication is the first thing you encounter in your hospital experience; first impression 

important 

• Services standards – “Acknowledge Apologize Amend” (AAA) 

• Appearance matters – need standards 

• Environment – cleanliness, noise, smells, etc. At Bronson, if something on floor, everyone 

responsible for picking up 

• Bronson trialing program to address noise at night: All patients are told to turn on their light if it 

gets loud 

• Wayfinding is huge; Bronson using an app for wayfinding 

• What is exceptional? Empathy (opposite is judgment), Relationship building (Cleveland Clinic 3-

min. video on Empathy) 

• “I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people 

will never forget how you made them feel.” – Maya Angelou 

MHA – Legislative and Hospital Issues Today (MHA Staff) 

• No one looking to pay hospitals more; pressure on affordability is increasing 

• “If you dislike change, you’re going to dislike irrelevance even more.” – Brian Peters 

• “Michigan health care is only going to get better.” – Brian Peters 

• State budget: $7-10 million additional for rural access to health care and to keep OB units open 

in at-risk communities 

• Opioid laws: 19% of overdoes deaths in Michigan opioid related; MAPS & EMR integration; 

opioid checklist for caregivers on MHA website; hospice medication disposal (educate families 

on how to dispose); stemming teenage opioid pilfering 

• Violence against health care workers: SB 33, imposes felony charges on individuals who attack 

any caregiver in ED; want to expand to all caregivers 

• Shortage of licensed caregivers in mental health 
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How to Run a Meeting – Roberts Rules (Matthew Kempf, Medical Examiner Investigator, Newaygo 

and Ottawa Counties 

• Consent agendas – part of Roberts Rules; send out reports 3 days prior to meeting; board 

members responsible for reading beforehand; at meeting, members vote to approve all reports 

in one motion, you can take a report off the consent agenda for further discussion 

• If you second a motion, it means you support that motion; if you second and don’t vote yes, you 

have a problem 

• Discussion phase after motion seconded: no banter! Each person shares their viewpoints; after 

discussing, the person who seconded the motion has option to make a motion to amend 

• Calling for vote: anyone can call for a vote except chair! Chair cannot vote on motion unless 

there’s a tie 

• Do your work before meeting: reach out to colleagues via email, phone to get answers you need 

Hospital Safety for Volunteers and Staff (Jeff Hauk, Dir of Public Safety, Memorial Healthcare, 

Owosso) 

• Health care accounts for 65% of workplace violence incidents; violence is vastly underreported 

• His goal: change the culture in the hospital; violence is not part of the job 

• Most violent acts are predictable; time is of the essence 

• Provoke thought and awareness: What would I do if…; be aware and mindful, not fearful; have a 

plan 

• Develop and increase situational awareness: if you see something, say something; report 

anything suspicious 

• General Recommendations: 

o Figure out (Run/Escape/Hide/Fight) 

o Get out (run, where to go?) 

o Hide out and keep out (turn off phone) 

o Spread out 

o Call out: Dial 911 or 123 when you are safe 

o Take out: take yourself through all of these 

• Everyone is responsible for safety and security 

• When running out, show your hands; makes it easier for police to identify shooter 

• All caregivers, including volunteers, should have training 

How Volunteers Impact Your Patient Satisfaction Scores and Employee Morale (Diana Brookens, 

Manager of Volunteer Services, Mid-Michigan Health, Midland) 

• 84% of health care leaders rank patient experience among top 3 priorities 

• Why important? Right thing to do and affects bottom line 

• How can volunteers impact HCAHPS?  

o Introductions: should include a greeting (hello, etc.), your name and role, and purpose 

of encounter (e.g., help get you to a location) 

o Use TACT: Thanking for the complaint, Apologize, Corrective Action, Thank again 

• “The humanization of services offered by volunteers adds to the quality of the hospital and 

enhances patient satisfaction.” 
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• Role of volunteers: to fill gaps; offer individualized attention; speak on behalf of the patient and 

offer solutions to concerns patients may have 

• Ask: Do volunteers have the tools they need?  

• Need to adapt volunteers’ duties to needs of organization 

• Benefits of Volunteers: 

o Impact employee morale by supplementing existing staff; relieve workload and positive 

impact on productivity 

o Don’t want volunteers to feel the burden of a job 

o Volunteer interventions are highly valued by nursing staff because volunteers allow 

nurses to focus on tasks that can only be performed by licensed staff 

o Volunteers can spend time with patients who are anxious or distressed 

o Volunteers add human interaction and nonclinical support to bring patients comfort and 

improve their overall hospital experience 

 “People, Purpose, Passion” (T. Marni Voss, Humorist, Motivation Speaker) 

• You know what brings you joy; it’s your responsibility to make it happen! 

• Volunteering eases anxiety, reduces depression (gives purpose), provides contact with people, 

helps us learn new skills, builds confidence and self-esteem 

• Laughter=joy overflowing 

• We are always becoming, practice anywhere; we become what we practice 

• Look for humor; don’t look for problems of the day 

• Look for grace, people who serve, kindness 

• People who serve don’t have any idea of how many people they have helped in their time of 

need 

MAHA Organizational Status 

• Challenging to recruit new members and leadership; attendance at annual meeting down from 

previous years 

• Going through strategic planning process 

• Moving to one meeting a year, most likely in fall 

• The Southwest District President is Connie Garlitz, a Sparrow caregiver 

• The MAHA Treasurer is Patricia Johnson, a volunteer in Sparrow’s resale shop 

• The MAHA Membership Director is Shelley Redman, a volunteer at Sparrow Carson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


